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Several recent forum posts on DevCentral forums have commented on the fact that
SAP Landscapes often have asynchronous batch jobs that cause higher CPU loads on certain servers. This causes
problems for application delivery controllers because load balancing methods are typically based on connection counts.
Picture the scenario where one connection causes a big CPU or memory spike and then goes away. Now you have the
same number of new connections coming into the server while one is slammed.
The solution to this problem is relatively straightforward and I recently documented this for everyone in our “Deploying F5
Networks with SAP NetWeaver” deployment guide, located here: SAP NetWeaver and Enterprise SOA: Enterprise Portal
(BIG-IP v10.1, WOM, Edge, WA). The solution is based around using SNMP in conjunction with application based
monitors. The BIG-IP SNMP monitor provides the ability to perform dynamic load balancing based on CPU, memory or
disk utilization while the advanced monitors test the J2EE stack, the authentication system and the database. With this
combination, SAP administrators should be able to sleep better at night knowing that their customers and users are
getting to a live system that best prepared to service the request.
So, how does layer monitoring work? If you are not aware, it’s possible to have two monitors for a particular pool or
node. In the UI, it looks like this:

In this example there are two monitors, SAP-CPU and ICMP. In the real world, ICMP would be replaced with the
advanced application monitor. So, what does the SNMP monitor conﬁguration look like:
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Here we have an SNMP setup that is set at a CPU Threshold of 80%, a memory Threshold of 0% and a Disk Threshold of
10%. Obviously this is from my testing to insure the monitor is working properly. What this deﬁnes is that if the disk is
more than 10% full, or the memory is being utilized at 0% or the CPU is being utilized at over 80%, then de-weight the
amount of new connections that get sent to this node(server). The coefﬁcients allow further granular control over the
trafﬁc weighting determination. This is not a conﬁg you would probably run in production, but it’s great for testing!
By logging into the BIG-IP advanced shell and enabling logging, I can see exactly what weight is being assigned. This is
accomplished through the command:
bigpipe db Snmp.SNMPDCA.Log true and then by tailing the snmpdca.log located in /var/tmp :
tail -f /var/tmp/snmpdca.log
There you have it. Now all we have to do is change the load balancing mechanism for the pool to be based on dynamic,
apply the advanced application monitor, and we have a fully dynamic decision making system. You can play with the
Thresholds and Coefﬁcients until you have a desired mix. The SNMP monitor will not mark a host down, but it will set the
weight (between 1 and 100) in a manner that very few connections will get to a node that has exceeded all tresholds.
A quick note on the advanced health monitor. I can’t stress how important it is to have layered monitoring in this and
other dynamic load balancing scenarios. Especially in an SAP NetWeaver J2EE stack installation (or even a dual stack
implementation) many things can go wrong. Just because the CPU, memory and disk are normal, doesn’t mean that
your J2EE stack hasn’t crashed, or that your authentication system has gone down. By layering monitors, you cover all
BASIS. :-)
I hope this post has been helpful, and as always, please email me if you have any questions. Remember that detailed
installation instructions including step-by-step conﬁguration is in the deployment guide linked at the top, or through
f5.com ---> Resources -- > Deployment Guides ---> SAP NetWeaver and Enterprise SOA: Enterprise Portal (BIG-IP
v10.1, WOM, Edge, WA)
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